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1. Introduction. Suppose that/(z)
\z\ <1. The condition
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• • • is analytic for
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>0
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for /(z) to be univalent

and convex for

\z\ <r [3, p. 105, problem 108]. The condition
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is necessary and sufficient for /(z) to be univalent and starlike for
\z\ <r [3, p. 105, problem 109]. Since each convex function is starlike a function which is convex in \z\ <1 satisfies (2) with r=l. In
fact, for functions convex in \z\ <1 (2) can be improved to
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[2; 6]. In each of these references
convex in \z\ <1 then
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it is also shown that

if /(z) is

{Ä}>{- -Mo.

As Strohhäcker has pointed out neither (3) nor (4) are sufficient for
the convexity oí fiz) in \z\ <1. Indeed, a function may satisfy (4)
without being univalent for \z\ <1.
In this paper we determine the largest circle | z\ <r such that each
function satisfying (3) is convex in \z\ <r. Also, we find the radius
of univalence (and starlikeness)
for functions satisfying (4).
Some properties of functions subject to (3) have been discussed in
[S]. These functions are a particular case of the so-called starlike
functions of order p which are defined by the condition
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for|!|<l
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where 0<p<l
2. Lemma

[February

[4].
1. The function g(z) is analytic for \z\ <1 and satisfies

g(0) = 1 and Re g(z) > 1/2 for \ z\ < 1 */and only if g(z) = 1/(1 +z<t>(z))
where <f>(z)is analytic and satisfies | <j>(z)| ^ 1 for \z\ < 1.
Proof.

= l+6iz+

To prove

one part

of this

lemma

suppose

that

g(z)

• • • is analytic and Re g(z)> 1/2 for |z| <1. Let h(z)

= 2g(z) - 1 = 1 + 2&iz+ • ■ • , Re AGO> 0 for |z| < 1. Let
k(z) = (l-h(z))/(l+h(z)).
Then, jfe(z)is analytic and |*(*)| <1 for
\z\ <1, and &(0)=0. Therefore, k(z) = z<t>(z),where <¡>(z)is analytic
and satisfies |<KZ)| á 1 for \z\ < 1. Solving for g(z) gives g(z)

«1/(1+**(*)).
The converse follows readily from the fact that w= 1/(1+z)

maps

\z\ <1 onto Re w>l/2.
The following lemma gives a way of constructing
of order 1/2 in terms of bounded functions.

starlike functions

Lemma 2. The function f(z) is analytic for \z\ <1 and satisfies /(0)

= 0,/'(0) = l, and Re{z/'(z)//(z)} >l/2 for \z\ <1 if and only if
f(z) = z exp < — I

-

do->

wÄere </>(z)is analytic and \<f>(z)\^1 for \z\ < 1.

Proof. To prove one-half of this lemma suppose that f(z)=z
+a2z2+ ■ • • is analytic and Re{zf'(z)/f(z) }> 1/2 for |z| <1. The
function f(z)/z is analytic and does not vanish for \z\ <1. Applying
Lemma 1 to the function zf'(z)/f(z) gives zf'(z)/f(z) = 1/(1 -\-z<f>(z))
where </>(z)is analytic and satisfies |</>(z)| =1 Ior |z| <1.

d(f(z)/z)/dz = f'(z)
/(*)/«

/(z)

. f(z)
log-=

z

1_
'" z "

r°

-do-

J o 1 + <r0(cr)

I

suppose that/(z)

" 1 + z$(z)

4>M .

—I

f(z) = z exp < — I
Conversely,

0(z)

Jo

-

1 + cr^cr)

do-> .

Í

has such a representation.

The ana-

lyticity of f(z) for |z| <1 and/(0) =0 follow directly. Also, from this
representation

we obtain
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f (z) = -exp<
— I do-} ,
l + z<biz) M
J0 l + a*(<r) J

zf'iz)

J-_

fiz)
Then, according

1 + z*iz) '
to Lemma

1, Re{z/'(z)//(z)}

> 1/2 for \z\ <1. Also,

/'(0) = 1.
Theorem 1. Suppose thatfz)=z-\-a2z2-\• • • is analytic and satisfies Re{z/'(z)//(z)}
> 1/2 for \z\ < 1. Then, fiz) maps \z\
<(2(31/2) —3)1'2 onto a convex domain.
Proof.

Applying Lemma 1 to the function zf'iz)/fiz)

zf'iz)
fiz)

(5)

1
1 + z*iz)

J-^-L-

where <piz) is analytic
functions we have

i

(6)

*'(»)

and satisfies

i

g

1-1
.

gives

|<£(z)| ál

<t>iz)
\2
|

'

for \z\ <1. For such

[l.p.18].

1 — | z|2

Differentiating (5) and multiplying through by /(z) /fiz) yields

tf'js)
/(*)

l

»/'(«) n
/(Z) ¿QQ+ «»'(«)
" /(*)
" /'(*) (1 + «*(*))* '

Using (5) again gives

zf'iz)

t = 1 - z0(z) - «V(8)

/'(*)

1 + z<biz)

From this it follows that the condition
is equivalent to

Re{(l - z<j>iz)- zV(z))(l
Re{l -

(7)

(1) Re {(z/"(z)//'(z))

+1} > 0

+ z</>(z))*}> 0,1

|z|2|<^(z)|2-zV(z)(l+z</.(z))*}

Re{*V(*)(l+

>0,

«*(«))*} <1-

|z|2U(Z)|2.

From (6) we get

Re{«V(«)(l + z<piz))\*^ | zWiz) | (1+ | z\ | *(«) \ )
1-

z

■(1-

|«(Z)|2)(1+

1 Asterisks denote the conjugate of a complex number.
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Therefore, (7) will be satisfied if
|g|i
1 -

|z|2

This inequality

(8)

(1-U(z)l2)(l+

|z| U(z)|)<l-

is equivalent

2|z|2+ |*|(1-

|z|2|*(z)|2.

to

l«l*)U«|

- |z|2U(z)|2<l.

To discuss (8) let us consider the function p(x) =2a2+o(l— a2)x
-a2x2 for O^xgl,
where 0<a<l(a=|z|,
x=\(¡>(z)\). If 0<a
^21/2 —1 then p(x) is increasing and has the maximum value q(a)
= a+a2 —a3. The

g(21'2-l)<l.

function

q(a) also increases

This implies that p(x)<\

(for 0<a<l)

for all x, Ogx^l,

and

if 0<a

g21/2-l.

Now suppose that a>2112 —1. Then p(x) achieves the maximum
value of (l/4)(l+6a2+a4)
at x = (1— al)/2a. Since the inequality
(l/4)(l + 6a2+c4) <1 is equivalent to a<(2(31/2) -3)1'2 we can infer
that£(x)<l
for all x, Ogz^l,
if 21'2-l<a<(2(31/2)-3)1'1!.
We have shown: p(x)<\ for all x, O^x^l,
if a<(2(31'2)-3)1/2.
Therefore, (8) is satisfied for every function <f>(z)where | (¡>(z)| ^ 1 if
\z\ <(2(31/2)-3)1/2.
Since (8) implies (1) this proves that/(z)
is
convex in \z\ <(2(3I'2)-3)1'2
= 0.68
Let us show that f(z) need not be convex in the circle \z\ <r if
r > (2(31'2) - 3)1'2. Let a = (2(3!'2) - 3)"»,
b = a/3"2,
<¡>(z)
= (z —b)/(l—bz).
Since 0<6<1
this function
maps |z|<l
onto
\(j>\ <1. A direct computation
shows that Í —z4>(z)—z2<¡>'(z)vanishes
at z = a. A function/(z) can be constructed which satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem and for which zf'(z)/f(z) = 1/(1 +zqb(z)). Then
(z/"(z)//'(z))+l
vanishes at z = a since

zf"(z)

1 - z<t>(z)- z2<j>'(z)

7(z7 + 1"
Therefore,/(z)

1 + z4>(z)

is convex in no circle \z\ <r with r>a.

Theorem
2. If /(z)=z+a2Z2+
• • • is analytic and satisfies
Re{/(z)/z} > 1/2 for \z\ <1 then f(z) is univalent and starlike for \z\
<l/21'2.

Proof.

Applying Lemma 1 to f(z)/z gives

(9)
where <f>(z)is analytic

/(z) = 7T^

1 + z<j>(z)

and satisfies

\<p(z)\ ál
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I<t>'iz)
I á(1 -1 <Kz)
12)/(l- I*|2).From(9)it followsthat
zfjz)

1 - z24>'jz)

fiz)

1 + z<piz)

Let z be a complex number

I zV(z) I Ú 1

with \z\ <1/21/2. Then,

| ■ (1 - I 4>iz)
|2)< 1 - I *(*)|2 á 1.

1 — I z|2

The number 1— z2<p'iz) lies in a circle with center at w— 1 and with
radius
less
than
1 — |#(z)|2.
Thus,
|arg(l
— z2<p'iz))\

<Arc sin (l-|<^(z)|2)
^Arc

for \z\ <l/21'2.

Similarly,

|arg (1+*$(*))|

sin |z</>(z)| for all z, \z\ <1.

Therefore, if Izl <l/21'2

zf'iz)
g I arg(1- «V(«))I + I arg(1+ «*(«))
fiz)
< Arc sin(l -

I</>(z)
I

tf>(z)2) + Arc sin '

'

"{(-^"f

= Arc sin < ( 1
^ Arc sin 1
7T

This shows that Re{z/'(z)//(z)}
>0 for \z\ <l/21'2. Therefore,/(z)
is univalent and starlike for \z\ <1/21/2.
To show that this result is a best-possible let us consider the function
/(z) =-

z
l + z4>iz)

where

#(z) =-

z —a
1-a*

and

1

a =-•
21'2

Then, |<£(z)| <1 for |z| <1, and/(z) satisfies the hypotheses of this
theorem. However,/(z) is not univalent in \z\ <r'úr>a
since a short
computation shows that f(a) = 0.
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INVARIANT SUBSPACES IN L1
FRANK FORELLI

1. Denote by L1 and L2 the spaces of summable and square summable functions on the circle group and by H1 and H2 the subspaces
of L1 and L2 consisting of those functions whose Fourier coefficients
vanish for negative indices. A subspace M of Ll or of L2 is said to be
invariant if

X-MQM
and to be doubly invariant

if also

x-MQM
where x is the character
x(e") = e".
H1 and H2 are closed subspaces which are invariant but not doubly
invariant.
Invariant subspaces on the circle were originally studied by Beurling [l ] who showed that the closed invariant subspaces contained in
H2 are of the form <j>H2 where <j>is a function in H2 which has
modulus one a.e. Such functions are called inner functions. Rudin and
de Leeuw [3, p. 476] have shown that the closed invariant subspaces
in Hl have the same structure as those in H2. That is to say, they are
of the form q^-H1 where again <j>is an inner function. The arguments
given in [l ; 3] depend to a considerable extent on the function theory
of the spaces Hl and H2.
Recently, Helson and Lowdenslager [2] using Hubert space methods have given a very elegant and simple proof of Beurling's theorem.
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